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Abstract：W itn differential optical absorption spectroscopy (DOAS)， trace gases in the 

atmosphere can be measured and its concentrations can be retrieved based on least squares 

regression． Under complicated atmospheric conditions， there are outliers and the error 

distribution is not norma1 in D0AS differentiaI spectra。which resulted in misestimate 0．f least— 

squares regression． The retrieving model of robust regression based on
．

M ～estimator was 

developed to evaluate concentrations of trace gases in DOAS system． The evaluation procedure 

and effects using M—estimator robust regression were studied．The normal spectrum and abnormal 

spectrum were retrieved basing on two methods． Experimental results show that reliability is 

improved with method of robust regression in DOAS evaluation． 
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0 IntrOductiOn 

Differential optical 

(DOAS) has become a 

research and measure 

absorption spectroscopy 

widely used method to 

trace gases in the 

atmosphere． DOAS uses the narrow molecular 

absorption bands to identify trace gases and their 

differential absorption intensity to retrieve trace 

gases concentration based on least squares 

regression[ 
． 

DOAS is the integration of optical，mechanical 

and electronic techn61ogies． The trace gas 

measurement is continuously and automatically 

performed in DOAS system[ 一 
． The outliers and 

heteroscedast c ty will appear in DOAS 

measurement under complicated atmospheric 

environment． The retrieving model of robust 

regression based on M—estimator was developed to 

process the absorbing spectra in DOAS evaluation． 

1 Experiment 

Differential optical absorption spectroscopy 

permits sensitive， specific， and temporally well一 
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resolved in situ measurements． Fig．1 shows the 

typical experimental setup of a DOAS system to 

measure tropospheric trace—gas concentrations． 

DOAS setup consists of light source， the 

transmitting and receiving telescope， a 

spectrograph， retro—reflector arrays， an optical 

fiber，a detector and the computer． 

Fig．1 Schematic view of a DOAS system 

1．1 Basic principle 

Lambert—Beer s law is the basic principle 

behind the DOAS techniqueE 。] 

IO,)一 I ( )exp (一 L ( )f) (1) 

W here I ( ) and I(2)denote the initial emitted 

light intensity and received light intensity， 

respectively． denotes wavelength and the 

absorption CROSS section ( )， c denotes the 

average concentration of trace gases at optical path 

L[3_4I
．  ． 

The basic idea of DOAS is the separation of 

the cross section ( )一 ( )+ ( )in a part ( ) 

that represents narrow spectral structures and 

G i( )representing the broad spectral features ]． 

The Rayleigh extinction and M ie extinction by 

aerosols is described by￡R( )and eM( )，and B( ) 
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is the noise depending on I(R)． 

I( )一I。( )exp{∑[(一 ( )一 ( ))c，一 

￡R( )——￡M( )]L)+ B( ) (2) 

The logarithm of the ratio of the measured 

I( )and I ( )is expressed by 

lnFl。( )／J( )一∑[(一 ( )一 ：( ))f 一 

eR( )——￡M( )]L+B ( ) (3) 

A polynomial of 3 specified degree is used to 

filter the ‘slow ’ variation． So the differential 

optical density is defined as 

ln(I。／I)一∑ c L+B ( ) (4) 

Then the concentration of trace gases is 

retrieved by fitting reference absorption spectra to 

the differential optical densityE 。 which used a 

stochastic model based on Ieast—squares regression． 

The stochastic model may be written in matrix 

notation as 

U=V+r (5) 

Z— Vk+ r／ (6) 

where —L ， ( ，)cj
． 
f， ，0— 1，i一 1，2，3⋯ ⋯ ”， 

2，一ln(j0／j)，V and r are，2×(m+ 1)matrices，Z 

and r／are ”× 1 vectors and k is a ( + 1) × 

1 vector． Assuming that {订，} is not normally 

distributed andE ('7 )一 0， Var( )一 ∞2 ． It is 

straightforward to get an estimate of the coefficient 

 ̂

vector k in this model if we assume that r 一 0．k is 

the value of estimation，the model is as follow 

 ̂

Z—V k+ e (7) 

Least squares estimation minimizes∑e ．The 

fitting coefficients based on least squares will be 

wrong if { } is not normally distributed， in 

particular there is heteroscedastic． 

For temporal fluctuation of Xe lamp， the 

resolution of detector and the interference caused 

by different absorptive species existing under 

complicated atmospheric environment，the outliers 

and heteroscedasticity appear in DOAS system． 

Therefore，robust regression based on M—estimator 

was developed to retrieve the concentrations of 

trace gases in DOAS system． 

The M—estimator minimizes the objective 

functionL 。] 

” 

， 

ID(8 )= l0( 一 v。k) ． (8) 

Here，the function P gives the contribution of each 

residual to the o~ective function．Assume (k)一 

，9 (忌)，走A 
sh。uld meet wit h．妻 ( ) 一0．Based 

on simulated experiments in DOAS system ， 

objective function is the Andrews function 

(是)一{ in ／f i k l≤>cc丌~r>。 (。) 
Define the weight function叫(P)一90) e，and 

let叫 一 7．0(e )，then the estimating equations may 

be written as 

∑ ( --vile) 一0 (10) 

Solving the estimating equations is a weighted least 

squares problem， mi—nimi—zing ∑ 叫 e ． The 

weights，however，depend upon the residuals，the 

residuals depend upon the estimated coefficients 

and estimated coefficients depend upon the 

weightsE9-10]
． An iterative solution is therefore 

required 

1)Select initial estimates k。一 k。such as the 

least squares estimates． 

2)At each iteration t，calculate residuals el ～ ’ 

and associated weights ”一wEel ”]from the 

previous iteration． 

e 一e +Ae“ “ 一weer。 ] (11) 

3) Solve for new weight least squares 

estimates． 

k 一EV w“ ’ ] w“ ’Z (12) 

Step 2 and 3 are repeated until the estimated 

coefficients converge． The asymptotic covariance 

matrix of k is(13) 

)一 崭( ) 
Using∑[ ( )] to estimate E( )，and 

[∑ (e )／n] to esti’mate[E( )]。produces the 
estimated asymptotic covariance matrix． 

Using∑ [ (e )]。to estimate E( )，and 

E2f (e )／ ] to estimate[E( )]。produces the 

estimated asymptotic covariance matrix． 

1．2 Exam ple 

In order to exemplify the results of presented 

procedures based on the M—estimator， the two 

types of spectra，which attained by DOAS system， 

were retrieved． The one was normal spectrum 

(Fig． 2(a))，the other was abnormaI spectrum 

(Fig．2(b))． After they were corrected offset。 

dark current and a polynomial of a specified degree 

was used to filter the ‘slow ’ variation． the 

differential optical densities were obtained and 

shown in Fig．3，in which(a)and (b)were normal 

and abnormal spectra，respectively．The abnormal 

values were still existence in analyzing spectra． 
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Fig．4 Fitting examples of abnormal spectra based 

on least square and robust regressions 
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roust regression based on M—estimator attained 

right values and relative errors were below 10 ． 

But least squares method gave the wrong values． 

HCHO error reached up 14 ，especially O error 

was 100 (seen Tab．2)．For O3 cross section is 

the smallest of all other gasesl1_2]，O3 concentration 

was biggest in measuring spectra．The influence on 

the trace gases of the smaller cross section is 

significant．Therefore，there are outliers，and the 

distribution of random errors is not Gaussian in 

D()AS measurement，robust regression based on 

M—estimator must be applied to process DOAS 

spectra1． 

Table 1 Results of normal spectra fitting and relative errors 

'Fable 2 Results of abnormal spectra fitting and relative errors 

3 Conclusions 

The presented robust regression based on M— 

estimator for DOAS spectra analysis shows that it 

is necessary to use the new method if there are 

outliners in the measuring spectra， and errors 

distribution is not abnormalin DOAS system．Test 

results show that reliability is improved with 

method of robust regression， especially for the 

trace gases of the smaller cross section． In 

principle，the new methods are not confined to 

DOAS and may also appropriate for application to 

other spectroscopic techniques such as tuneable 

diode laser spectroscopy and Fourier transform 

infrared spectroscopy． 
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基于稳健回归 M估计的差分吸收光谱反演方法 
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摘 要：基 于最小二乘回归，差分吸收光谱技术(DOAS)可以获得痕量气体 的大气浓度．鉴于在复杂大气环 

境下，测量结果可能出现异常值以及误差的非正态分布 ，导致最小二乘回归估计偏差较大．针对这一情况，本 

文研究了利用稳健回归 M 估计来反演 DOAS测量光谱数据的方法 ，讨论 了估计过程和效果，并对正常谱和 

异常谱进行两者回归方法比较．研 究结果表明基于稳健 回归 M 估计 方法收到 了良好的效果，提 高了回归可 

靠性． 

关键词 ：DAOS；稳健 回归；M 估计 ；最小二乘回归 
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